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Capital structure research of the Chinese list company is a hot item in these years, 
the correlative literature are also plenty. The comments on the preference of financing 
by stock in our list company are so different, reflecting distinct standpoints. The 
author research on capital structure of the Chinese list company with the basal theory 
of the philosophical dialectic method, studying the preference of financing by stock of 
the Chinese list company from all kinds of angles, under the especial financing 
environment of the Chinese economic conversion   period . The paper analyses the 
cause and characteristics of capital structure in the Chinese list company, and then 
suggests the policy advices to improve capital structure of the Chinese list company. 
The paper divides five chapters: the first chapter summarizes the whole 
conception of the author, based on the research condition of capital structure at 
present, and then point out the important views and research methods of the whole 
article. The second chapter starts from the historical change of capital structure 
research , analyzing the philosophical causes that improve capital structure research 
with the  dialectic theorem that theory and practice should be unite , and then 
drawing a conclusion that capital structure are improved constantly with the 
development of the specific corporation financing practice from these research , at the 
same time the author believes that there are having both the realistic use and the 
practical value to analyze the cause of capital structure in the Chinese list company 
under the macroscopic environment and microscopic practice of the Chinese list 
company .The third chapter analyzes the specific formative reasons of capital 
structure between the special macroscopic environment and microscopic practice in 
China nowadays . The fourth chapter organizes a asymmetric multi-period game 
model between the manager and the investor of the Chinese list company, analyzing 
the formative reasons of capital structure from a economical angle, and then 
validating the logical conclusions from a certain extent. The fifth chapter classifies the 














by stock is its main feature, and then drawing a conclusion that the preference of 
financing by stock is a rational choice of the list company under Chinese’s financing 
environment and financing practice in a certain extent from one hand ; but from the 
other hand , if the Chinese list company rely on financing by stock unduly that is also 
unconscionable , there have lots of defects . It is not good for capital structure of 
Chinese list company to develop for ages. The last chapter points out the relative 
policy advices from the macroscopic aspect and microscopic aspect, based on the 
shortcomings of the Chinese list company’s capital structure.  
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